
Amendments to the International Health Regulations 

The WHO CA+ should be considered in conjunction with planned amendments to the existing 
International Health Regulations (IHRs), and also in the context of those funding the reform, setting 
the priorities and who stand to gain the most should changes be set in place. This includes (but is not 
limited to) GAVI The Vaccine Alliance, and the Centre for Epidemic Preparedness and Innovation 
(CEPI), both excellent prototypes of the new-style corporatism now attempting global control. 

Whilst the existing IHRs are valid as international laws, they are currently non-binding 
recommendations. One of the most concerning amendments is the proposal to make them binding, 
giving the WHO Director-General authority over national governments in conjunction with the right 
to independently declare health emergencies based on nothing but detected "threats". Binding 
provisions can include extensive surveillance, border closures, travel restrictions, quarantine, 
medical testing and medication including 'novel' injections. 

As an organisation which now mainly employs non-experts sponsored by corporate and oblique 
political interests, the pressure to declare health emergencies will be (and likely already is) 
persistent and overpowering. 

The most recent IHR amendments include the addition of "countering misinformation and 
disinformation". WHO have themselves been the source of multiple misinformation messages during 
Covid. In March 2020, Ghebreyesus compared the known case fatality rate of Covid with the 
infection fatality rate of Influenza (two different measures) to paint Covid as much more severe than 
it clearly was. In October 2020 WHO removed natural immunity from the description of how 
populations develop immunity, claiming only vaccination has this effect. Multiple other examples are 
too numerous to mention here. 

Digital identification to verify compliance with vaccination, preventative treatment (prophylaxis) and 
laboratory testing is being planned for in the amendments. This is being framed as being for public 
health and safe travel purposes. Discussed openly at the World Economic Forum, by stakeholders 
with no background in health and whose wealth can increase exponentially once humanity becomes 
beholden to their rules, this new passport system is clearly planned as a way to control individual 
rights: 

• to travel and consume (Michael Evans is CEO of Chinese tech giant Ali Baba); 
• to decline new medical products (Tony Blair is ex-PM of the UK and founder of Tony Blair 

Institute for Global Change, a potential rival of the World Economic Forum); 
• as travel and compliance become mutually conditional (Budi Gunadi Sadikin is Indonesia's 

Minister for Health but his background is banking and finance). 

Si�ng beside billionaire World Economic Forum member and new WHO Chief Scien�st Jeremy 
Farrar, is Joy Phumaphi, co-chair of the Global Preparedness Monitoring Board - yet another layer to 
this imposing bureaucracy. She pleaded for another simula�on exercise. With so many changes 
planned to ensure �ght controls on socie�es across the globe, do we really need an organisa�on 
responsible for so much harm to be rehearsing their skills? 

https://www.gavi.org/
https://cepi.net/
https://apps.who.int/gb/wgihr/pdf_files/wgihr1/WGIHR_Submissions-en.pdf
https://www.who.int/director-general/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media-briefing-on-covid-19---3-march-2020
https://pandata.org/question-everything/
https://peterlegyel.wordpress.com/2021/01/15/who-changes-definition-of-herd-immunity/
https://rumble.com/v292t4s-alibabas-j.-michael-evans-boasts-at-the-world-economic-forum-about-developi.html
https://rumble.com/v26fqwl-tony-blair-calling-for-centralized-digital-database-to-track-whos-taken-wha.html
https://rumble.com/v2me0nc-g20-panel-calls-for-a-global-digital-health-certificate-acknowledged.html
https://www.gpmb.org/
https://rumble.com/v2psx2i-here-we-go-again-its-time-for-the-next-pandemic-exercise-says-gpmd-co-chair.html
https://pandata.org/global-health-and-the-politics-of-catastrophe/
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